University in Jerusalem, to private and museum collections in Tel-Aviv, Istanbul, Chicago, and Ann Arbor. The present location of some items still escapes us. Some of the objects have already been the subject of intense study while others remain unpublished.
The comprehensive re-edition and study of these documents provokes certain basic questions, many of which will be addressed in our book as well as in further articles under preparation by the participants in the research project.12 For example, Why was there cuneiform in Canaan? How was it used and by whom? In what way does the cuneiform record reflect the linguistic, political, and social history of the region in the Bronze and Iron Ages? The present contribution is meant simply as a basic resource to fill a long-standing need.
LIST OF CUNEIFORM INSCRIPTIONS13
Below we provide an entry for each of the objects, arranged by site. These entries typically include a list of primary editions and studies for each object. "Primary editions" offer transliterations and translations from the original texts, and usually handcopies and/or photographs. "Studies" present additional epigraphic, linguistic, and historical observations, etc.l4 Unless otherwise noted, the language of the texts is Akkadian or one of its dialects.15 When possible we also date the objects,16 and indicate those held in museum or other public collections.
12 See S. Sanders, "What Was the Alphabet For'? Language, Power, and Local Culture in Late-Bronze Age Canaan," forthcoming.
13 The bibliography includes published materials that reached us by June 1, 2001. 14 For example, in the case of the Taanach tablets we consider Rainey's 1999 study to be a primary edition because it contains translitrations and translations based on personal collations of the original tablets, although neither hand copies nor photographs are offered. On the other hand, we categorize Glock's 1983 article as a further study despite the fact that it is based on, and includes, valuable personal collations, since Glock does not offer new complete editions of the texts. Mere mention of a document in the secondary literature does not constitute a "study."
15 The linguistic features of the documents will be studied in depth in the editions to come in our book. Classification of the language of the texts does not take the language of personal names into consideration. 29-31 (photo, frontispiece, fig. 4, p. 30, fig. 5 18 (photo, pl. 15, no. 18 a-b) 
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